(1)

How many matches did England play at the 1966 FIFA World Cup: four,
six or eight?
Six.

(2)

Which Latin American country has the greatest number and variety of
species of cactus plants?
Mexico.

(3)

In an average person, their blood makes up approximately what
percentage of total body weight: 8%, 10% or 12%?
8%.

(4)

What American vehicle had the slogan ‘the toughest four-letter word on
wheels’?
Jeep.

(5)

The church service known as ‘Matins’ takes place at what time of the
day: morning, afternoon or early evening?
Morning.

(6)

What term is used for the action of turning an oar as it leaves the water
at the end of a stroke?
Feathering.

(7)

Lunar eclipses can only occur during which lunar phase: full moon, waning
crescent moon or new moon?
Full moon.

(8)

What was the first name of Flemish painter Van Dyck?
Anthony.

(9)

Which is the easternmost of the four main islands of the Greater
Antilles: Cuba, Jamaica or Puerto Rico?
Puerto Rico.

(10)

The Zagros Mountains are in what Middle East country?
Iran.
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(11)

Which of these elements is NOT a noble gas: Argon, Hydrogen or
Krypton?
Hydrogen.

(12)

What American state purchase was referred to as ‘Seward’s Folly’?
Alaska.

(13)

Which US President built a home called Monticello: Thomas Jefferson,
George Washington or Ronald Regan?
Thomas Jefferson.

(14)

In Islam, a muezzin calls the faithful to prayer how many times a day?
Five.

(15)

At which Olympic games did the host nation fail to win a gold medal:
Montreal 1976, Moscow 1980 or Los Angles 1984?
Montreal 1976.

(16)

The Mason-Dixon Line is a boundary in what country?
USA.

(17)

Norway gets what percentage of its electricity from hydro-electric
power: 99%, 95% or 90%?
99%.

(18)

The poker hand ‘trips’ is known by what other name?
Three of a kind.

(19)

Who was on the throne when the Battle of Waterloo took place: George
III, William IV or George V?
George III.

(20)

Name the ten rugby union teams from Wales, Scotland, Northern
Ireland and the Republic of Ireland that took part in the Guinness Pro
14, 2017/18 season?
Cardiff Blues, Connacht Rugby, Dragons, Edinburgh Rugby, Glasgow
Warriors, Leinster Rugby, Munster Rugby, Ospreys, Scarlets & Ulster
Rugby.
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(21)

What animal features on bottles of ‘Tusker’ beer?
Elephant.

(22)

The Charles Dickens museum is in what city?
London.

(23)

The Duchess of Lugo is part of which country’s royal family?
Spain.

(24)

What name is given to the part of the year when hunting is not allowed?
Closed season.

(25)

X and what other letter are worth eight points in Scrabble?
J.

(26)

What is hockey called in America to differentiate it from ice hockey?
Field hockey.

(27)

What country has coasts on the Black and Caspian seas?
Russia.

(28)

What is the highest number card available in the Countdown numbers
game?
100.

(29)

Douwe-Egberts is based in what country?
Netherlands.

(30)

The abbreviation SS is used for what type of vessel?
Steamship.
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(31)

Which American jockey was the first to win both the Kentucky Derby
and the Epsom Derby: Cash Asmussen, Steve Cauthen or Bill Shoemaker?
Steve Cauthen.

(32)

What animal is the traditional symbol of Kent?
Horse (White).

(33)

What city is at the junction of the Roman roads Ermine Street and
Fosse Way: Canterbury, Winchester or Lincoln?
Lincoln.

(34)

In the ‘Just William’ books, William, Ginger, Henry and Douglas make up
what gang?
The Outlaws.

(35)

Which two members of the Bee Gees were twins: Barry & Maurice,
Maurice & Robin or Robin & Barry?
Maurice & Robin.

(36)

What common tree is also called the false plane?
Sycamore.

(37)

Which pop star made a cameo appearance in ‘The Simpsons’ under the
pseudonym John Jay Smith: Michael Jackson, Sting or Prince?
Michael Jackson.

(38)

How was the romantic author Mrs McCorquodale better known?
Barbara Cartland.

(39)

England cricket captain CB Fry also equalled the world record for what
athletics event: discus, long jump or pole vault?
Long Jump.

(40)

Name the ten live-action feature length films that won any Oscar at the
Academy Awards Ceremony in 2018?
The Shape of Water, Darkest Hour, Three Billboards Outside Ebbing,
Missouri, I, Tonya, Blade Runner 2049, Phantom Thread, Dunkirk, A
Fantastic Woman, Call Me By Your Name & Get Out.
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